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Presentation (Ivana Jovanovic Buha)

Questions during presentation

Mitterer: Parameter space is often not given. Additional methods to estimate parameter space? (e.g. Larsim calibration guideline)
Jovanovic Buha: Iterative approach to identify sensitive parameters and respective distributions; if n(parameters)>10 => sampling 
methods

Komischke:
Script for LARSIM: Idea is to adapt it to other models?

Jovanovic Buha: Yes, adapt and wrap with functions that it extends to other models
What is the amount of time needed to adapt to other models?

Jovanovic Buha: Distinguish two steps:
Wrap model that input and output have the common data representation

Write python scripts which will extract the time series
Python scripts that change the configuration files 

Extend the classes in the object-oriented python code
Once that is done wrapping it to other models is not a big task

Mitterer: additional comment: Input/Output routine + model run, used HiOS model with SAFE toolbox. Took about two days.

Discussion

Jovanovic Buha: experience with other tools/ frameworks?
Broich:

GLUE method used quite often
General question: Is it planned to integrate other methods (GLUE, DREAM, etc.) into Ivana's framework?

Jovanovic Buha: It is planned to introduce DREAM algorithm (but still work in progress)
Mitterer: You look at parameters but not input data. Parameters largely depend on data especially soil data. Parameter sensitivity depends on the 
input data, input data influence calibration parameters

Jovanovic Buha: Two different types of data: Soil parameters could be handled (since static over time), but not state variables or similar 
which change over time

Mitterer: How to handle 2-D variables for soil infiltration (Green-Ampt, 11 parameters necessary for calculation)
Jovanovic Buha: will need some clarification about the type of data; eventually Karhunen-Loeve method possible; still max number of 
parameters limited.

Broich:
For pratical work: is there a guideline which method/algorithm is suitable/recommended for which problem?
Mitterer: There is literature about it: Pianosi et al. (2016): Sensitivity analysis of environmental models: A systematic review with practical 
workflow. In: Environmental Modelling & Software, 79 (pp. 214-232).
Jovanovic Buha: We will share Larsim wrapping etc via data exchange platform (forward UQ completed; calibration/inversion: still under 
development; however, only limited compute ressources, only for small problems)
Jovanovic Buha: Overview on methods is also summarized in slides, which will be provided to participants

Neckel: A lot of developments going on wrt UQ. Challenge: on the one side methodological developments, on the other hand different community 
driven developments. Difficult to keep overview.
Neckel: What is the common procedure for calibration e.g. for Larsim? Number/ size of catchments? Are there any benchmarks?

Mitterer explains procedure used in HiOS for 40 different catchments
Jovanovic Buha: Which metrics is used? Single-/multi-objective?

Mitterer: Kling-Gupta-Efficiency (implicit multi-objective), choice of criteria is often under discussion, depends on use case.



Komischke: No internal benchmark, depends on purpose, calibration is usually done by 3rd parties, example Wasim calibration in Kliwa 
(half of Bavaria, different catchment models, recalibration): multi-objective calibration

Ivana: Do you face time-constraints (computational restrictions)?
Mitterer: Yes. calibration typically takes weeks.
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